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ABOUT EDUCATHE+ EXPANDER 
 

Educathe+ Expanded (full title: „Educational theatre as the place of raising 

inclusion and employability of people with disability – Expander “) is an 

international educational partnership funded by the programme of 

European Union for education Erasmus+1, under contract number 2019-1-

HR01-KA204-060833. In a broader context, this partnership is a 

continuation of the successful Grundtvig workshop (20132) and Erasmus+ 

partnership (2015-20173) and aims to expanded those positive educational 

experience both geographically and in practice – by introducing new 

locations, new partners, and new methods into Educathe+ corpus of 

knowledge about using educational theatre in working with people with 

disability.  

Partnership consists of five partner organisations that originate from Lisbon (Portugal), Škofja Loka 

(Slovenia), Zagreb (Croatia), Krakow (Poland) and Skopje (North Macedonia). It is coordinated by a public 

cultural centre with years of experience in developing and implementing inclusive educational 

programmes, Trešnjevka Cultural Centre CeKaTe from Zagreb (website: www.cekate.hr). They are joined 

by Associacao Vo’Arte from Lisbon (website: www.voarte.com), Zavod TRI from Škofja Loka, Slovenia 

(website: www.zavod-tri.org), Fundacja Inicjatyw Tworczych i Spoleczno – Edukacyjnych Kurdybanek from 

Krakow, Poland (website:  www.kurdybanek.com), and Union- National Council for Gender Equality from 

Skopje, North Macedonia (website: http://www.sozm.org.mk). While all partner organisations  Beside the 

later partner organisations, all but one have experience of working with people with disability by means 

of educational theatre. 

 

Figure 2: Locations of partner organisations 

 
1 For more information about Erasmus+, please visit Erasmus+ official webpage: https://ec.europa.eu/programmes/erasmus-plus/node_en).  
2 Educational Theatre as the place for overcoming discrimination of people with disabilities (contract number 2012-1-HR1-GRU13-01891). 
3  

Figure 1: Partnership logo 

https://cekate.hr/program/educathe-theatre-workshop-kazalisna-radionica/
http://upset.hr/en/educathe-e-international-strategic-partnership/
http://upset.hr/en/educathe-e-international-strategic-partnership/
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Lisbon
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/%C5%A0kofja_Loka
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Zagreb
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Krak%C3%B3w
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Skopje
http://www.cekate.hr/
http://www.voarte.com/
http://www.zavod-tri.org/
http://www.kurdybanek.com/
http://www.sozm.org.mk/
https://ec.europa.eu/programmes/erasmus-plus/node_en
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Starting from 1st of December 2019 and ending on 31 July 2021, during 20 months of implementation, 

partner organisations are dedicated to achieving three main priorities in non-formal education, in 

accordance with Erasmus+ programme:  

• ADULT EDUCATION: Extending and developing the competences of educators and other 

personnel who support adult learners 

• HORIZONTAL: Social inclusion 

• HORIZONTAL: Supporting educators 

To achieve those goals, partners have a plan of organising and implementing various educational and 

promotional activities that will produce both educational outcomes and (non-formal) outputs.  

Namely: 

• 3 Transnational project meetings (TPM meetings TPM1 - 3) for project managers 

• 5 international Learning, Teaching, Training Activities (LTT workshops C1 – C5) for educators, 

people with disability and assistants 

o that will end with 5 public performances given in front of live audience 

o and 5 live streams published online (livestream of 5 public performances) 

o with 5 public debates about the labour market status of people with disability and those 

who work with them 

During that time, partner organisations will organise 60 mobilities, with an equality formula “20-20-20” 

(people with disability – assistants – educators), focused on raising their Key Competences ( European 

Commission, 2018), “soft-skills”, empowering and motivating participants for active participation on the 

labour market.  

Partners will also promote the project on its  

• free web platform (E+ Toolbox repository with examples of good practices) 

• and social media (Facebook, Instagram etc.), 

• as well as on websites of each of the partner organisations 

Based on their experiences, partner organisations will publish: 

• 5 E+ Manuals (digital publications for educators) on EU-wide platforms such as EPALE or SALTO 

• accompanied with 5 E+ educational videos (short videos showing the method used at a particular 

educational workshop). 

In the broadest sense, these publications (E+ Manuals and E+ Videos) have the purpose of sharing the 

knowledge and experiences of working in an international setting and using educational theatre in non-

formal education, especially when working with people with disability, and when (equally important) 

promoting their capabilities so that we diminish their stigmatisation in the general public and on the 

labour market. 

In other words, this partnership has multifold impacts that can be divided into direct and indirect ones. 

The direct impacts are: 1) raising the key competences of educators (staff working with and for people 

with disability), people with disability, and their assistants; 2) actively promoting social inclusion (via 

publications, promotional campaigns, and public performances); and 3) supporting educators and all 

https://eur-lex.europa.eu/legal-content/EN/TXT/PDF/?uri=CELEX:32018H0604%2801%29#:~:text=The%20Reference%20Framework%20sets%20out,social%20and%20learning%20to%20learn
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others involved by providing them with international professional and educational experiences that will 

come in handy when participating on a labour market. Indirectly, this partnership will produce outputs 

(this E+ Manual, E+ videos, recordings of live performances etc.) that have the potential to impact the 

wider professional and amateur audience and, hopefully, promote the use of educational theatre in non-

formal education, art and disability work. 

The main educational activities of this partnership are its workshops. These workshops are hosted by all 

partners (one partner hosts while all other partners join) and focused on sharing their particular style of 

educational theatre and of working with people with disability. Each workshop ends with a public 

performance in which all participants present their work together – to the live audience at the venue4, 

but also for the online audience via livestream link on our official YouTube channel. To see the 

performances live, or access the video archive, please follow this link. 

To learn more about the partnership, get news and updates on our performances, or access the archive 

with all activities of the partnership, please:  

…visit the official webpage of the partnership:  https://cekate.hr/program/educathe-expander/ 

…follow us on Facebook fb.me/educathe.expander  

… Instagram @cekate.hr  

…or Twitter @cekatezg 

… with the official hashtag of the partnership #eplusexpander 

PARTNER ACRONYM WEBSITE COUNTRY CITY 

Trešnjevka Cultural Centre CeKaTe www.cekate.hr  Croatia Zagreb 

Associacao Vo’Arte Voarte www.voarte.com Portugal Lisbon 

Zavod TRI Zavod 3 www.zavod-tri.org Slovenia Škofja Loka 

Inicjatyw Tworczych i 
Spoleczno – Edukacyjnych 
Kurdybanek 

Kurdybanek www.kurdybanek.com Poland Krakow 

Union- National Council for 
Gender Equality 

NCGE http://www.sozm.org.mk North Macedonia Skopje 

Figure 3: Overview of partner organisations 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
4 At the time of writing this publication, it has become obvious that restrictions due to COVID-19 might interfere with organising our workshops 
and especially live performances, even with the livestream performances (since organisers have to think of the safety of the performers, as well 
of the safety of the audience). 

https://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PLkg-sBTE4H0pfUeilxO-y0Ye_PJLXpNfr
https://cekate.hr/program/educathe-expander/
file:///C:/Users/Ivan/Google%20Drive/CEKATE/3%20PROJ/2019/4%20EExpander/1%20RADNO-INTERNO/eManual/C1%20Zagreb/fb.me/educathe.expander
https://www.instagram.com/cekate.hr
https://twitter.com/cekatezg?lang=en
http://www.cekate.hr/
http://www.voarte.com/
http://www.zavod-tri.org/
http://www.kurdybanek.com/
http://www.sozm.org.mk/
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INVISIBLE ABILITY EXPANDED: SHORT DESCRIPTION OF OUR DRAMA-

ACTION MODEL 
 

The first workshop of the partnership was held in Trešnjevka Cultural Centre (Zagreb, Croatia) from 17th 

until 21st of February 2020. Titled “Invisible Ability – Expanded”, the main aim of this workshop was to 

present other partners with the basic drama-action model of educational theatre and have all participants 

become co-creators of their public performance on a subject of employability and discrimination of people 

with disability on the labour market (or, showing their capabilities to the public). Drama-action model was 

developed by sociologist Ivan Hromatko for his PhD dissertation titled “Theatre as a space for action 

research on stigmatisation”. While the full dissertation is available online in Croatian5 and English 

language6, here we will shortly present the main process of the drama-action model. 

As described in the aforementioned dissertation, drama-action model is primarily a social research model 

that combines the advantages of theatre (and performative arts in general) with those of participatory 

action research, and with the basic initiation learning process. However, during implementation of this 

model, researchers can achieve impact in additional areas of [(non-)formal] education, performative arts, 

and civic activism (Hromatko, 2015). The reason for this can be found in the very process of drama-action 

research model which stems from the incentive, defined by Michael Burawoy as “public sociology”, for 

social research to have a positive role in social changes, especially when it comes to topics of social 

stigmatisation defined by Erving Goffman. Looking at social stigmatization from public sociology point of 

view, drama-action model is then empowered by the emancipatory standpoint of sociology of knowledge 

and theory of social construction of reality by Peter L. Berger and Thomas Luckmann. It is then imbued 

with the dramaturgical perspective of society, developed by Erving Goffman; implemented through the 

stages of the symbolic (or theatrical) version of rites of passage defined by Victor Turner; focused through 

participatory action research first developed by Kurt Lewin; and enriched by practices of performative arts 

and various drama practitioners’ knowledge of acting and self-presentation (by Augusto Boal and Sanford 

Meisner, among others). This multidisciplinary framework ensures scientific background of the model, 

and enables its educational and activist potential that can be used to achieve positive social changes, 

especially toward inclusion of marginalised groups such as the people with disability. By going through 

this process, participants and organisers alike are enabled to achieve one or all of those impacts.  

Therefore, in its optimal form, drama-action model is dedicated to a specific social stigmatization issue (in 

this case, discrimination of people with disability on the labour market) and framed as a scientific research 

- but implemented as a drama workshop which ends with a public performance and public debate.   

Drama-action model starts with a survey (usually online) that, at the same time, serves as the application 

for drama-action workshop. Participants apply voluntarily for the workshop and provide their socio-

demographic information, as well as their motivation for participation. In Goffman terms, they self-define 

as members of the stigmatized group, of the “normal” group, or of the “wise”  (Goffman, 1990). As such, 

they enter the drama-action workshop focused on specific social stigma and the negative actions that 

embody that stigma through a process of stigmatization. They are then invited to define those negative 

 
5 Published by the Faculty of humanities and social sciences, University of Zagreb: http://darhiv.ffzg.unizg.hr/id/eprint/6555/1/Hromatko-
Disertacija-final-CD.pdf 
6 Unofficial English translation is available here: https://drive.google.com/file/d/18RUmODXwiVZjdbnBfGqp905DoEGCryvA/view?usp=sharing   

http://www.cekate.hr/
http://darhiv.ffzg.unizg.hr/id/eprint/6555/1/Hromatko-Disertacija-final-CD.pdf
http://darhiv.ffzg.unizg.hr/id/eprint/6555/1/Hromatko-Disertacija-final-CD.pdf
https://drive.google.com/file/d/18RUmODXwiVZjdbnBfGqp905DoEGCryvA/view?usp=sharing
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actions and to present specific positive actions that embody the release from social stigma through a 

process of destigmatizing (or resocialisation). In order to do so, participants are “equipped” with various 

drama, acting, performative art skills that they can use in order to present themselves, their capabilities, 

and their view of stigmatisation. They learn and practice those skills going through a process of symbolical 

(theatrical) initiation process consisting of three stages: separation stage, liminoid (or exploration) stage, 

and reincorporation stage. Each of those stages are not strictly divided and it is more a case of a change 

of focus and of change of dominant exercises practiced at that particular stage. 

During the separation stage, participants enter the space of drama-action workshop and are symbolically 

separated from the outside world. To do so, usually relaxation and/or physical exercises are used, 

including exercises for developing positive atmosphere and group identification. In this space of symbolic 

theatre, participants are constantly reminded that they are now in a place different from the everyday 

life. They are now in a place where, same as in theatre, everything is possible. They are free from role 

restrictions, they can be critical of the established values and norms, and they can interact intensively 

face-to-face. This means they can exchange roles, explore them, change them, and see how that 

influences the negative, stigmatization practices.  

Once they reach this part of the process, focus changes toward the liminoid or exploration stage. This is 

the most open and, at the same time, most vulnerable stage. It is a stage in which participants are most 

free, but freedom also usually comes either too much playfulness (and loss of focus) or with worry (since 

they know they are supposed to create the final performance). In order to avoid that, drama-action model 

introduces the steps of participatory action research which reminds the participants to always explore the 

given subject (e.g. stigmatization of people with disability) through a dialectic spiral exchange of reflecting, 

planning their action, implementing (or acting), and observing. Participants are invited to reflect (or 

review) the current, negative actions related to stigmatization of people with disability. After that, they 

go into planning of a specific positive action that goes toward destigmatizing and can be presented 

through “tool” of performative arts and types of verbal communication (sentences, stories, sketches etc.) 

and non-verbal communication (eye contact, posture, body language, facial expressions, proxemics, 

haptics etc.). Of course, in this stage, various exercises developed by drama practitioners are introduced. 

Those exercises help the participants in their presentation, stage presence, voice, movement – everything 

they need to improve for their public performance. By having defined some negative action and 

implemented one possible positive action that negates the prior negative action, participants now go into 

observation (asking themselves what is the impact of our action? Is this what we intended to do? It is 

positive, neutral or negative – in relation to the original negative action).  

With a set of these actions defined, participants enter the final stage of the initiation process, the 

reincorporation stage. In this stage, participants are symbolically reunited with the everyday life and they 

everyday roles. By doing this, they are ready to go back into the world and continue their lives enriched 

for the experiences from drama-action model. In this stage, open discussion and review of the past work 

is encouraged and participants decide on their future actions.  

At the end of the workshop, usually after 5-10 days of intensive work, participants present their work 

(their negative and positive actions) to the public. It is a public performance focused on presenting the 

problem and one possible solution, all the while inciting public discussion and promoting positive values 
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in the general public7. This empowers the participants and gives them a chance to present their ideas and 

their problems to the public, which is of the highest importance – as these people are usually members 

of some marginalised group which is, per definition, stripped of their public voice and silenced. Therefore, 

this can have a positive impact on individual participants and contributes to the positive social change and 

destigmatize (one small step at a time). After the performance and drama-action workshop is done, 

participants once again enter a survey and share their view of the experience – which enables the 

researchers to see the impact (if any) on the participants. 

During the “Invisible Ability – Expanded” workshop, participants went through this process and ended 

with a public performance at Trešnjevka Cultural Centre theatre hall. Participants originated from Croatia, 

Portugal, Poland, Slovenia and North Macedonia and communicated in English language. In terms of 

disability, they were disabled participants, their assistants, and educators (staff members working with 

people with disability by means of performative arts). This drama-action model based workshop was led 

by Ivan Hromatko, the author of drama-action model. After five days of exploration, this international 

mixed group managed to create a public performance that included acting, dance and movement, lights 

and music – quite an complex show that was presented to a live audience and livestreamed on YouTube. 

Together, the audience of some 70 people saw the performance and a discussion about the employability 

of people with disability and the discrimination they face in their everyday lives were addressed. 

In the end, it is fair to point out that the performance was developed by a mixed group who with various 

communication difficulties (English is not a mother tongue of any of the participants) and physical 

differences during a (very) short period of five days. It is also fair to point out that theirs was a performance 

about a very delicate and emotionally difficult subject of disability/ability which brough its own surprises, 

emotional responses, and qualities. In any case, anyone who wants to develop their own drama-action 

model based research (or educational theatre process leading to a socially activist performance), in an 

international or local context, must take into account all the human, emotional, communication, cultural 

obstacles (and similarities) and make sure that the participants are at the very centre of the process. In 

that sense, drama-action research model is  member of the participatory action research “family” of 

research approaches and it is absolutely essential to always put the participants in the centre and in the 

spot-light of being the real and main creators of their public performance. Of course, with a mixed group 

of creative people, certain decision making styles and general workshop rules must be established, but 

again by the group. Only then we can be sure that the positive message that was sent to the audience is 

a sustainable one and a message that represents the whole group (or at least its democratic majority).  

Drama-action model is simply a framework which can be adapted to achieve different goals, on different 

levels: research – education – activism – arts & culture. In its fullest version, facilitators would need to 

have a researcher and a performative arts/drama practitioner or director. When this is not possible (as 

funding in disability, non-formal education, arts and culture is often scarce), facilitators might fall into the 

“trap” in which Phillip G. Zimbardo, a famous psychologist, arguably “fell” while conducting his famous 

Stanford prison experiment. In short, he acted both as the main researcher and played a role of the prison 

warden which, arguably, influenced the participants and led them to act more violently, thus, forcing the 

research to be stopped ahead of schedule. As Zimbardo described himself, the “planned two-week 

investigation into the psychology of prison life had to be ended after only six days because of what the 

 
7 Since it is a performance, the general public, media and stakeholders are contacted through the usual digital and printed channels (social 
media, posters, leaflets etc.) 
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situation was doing to the college students who participated. In only a few days, our guards became 

sadistic and our prisoners became depressed and showed signs of extreme stress” (Zimbardo, 2020) 8. 

While this kind of violence and problems are not to be expected in drama-action model, it is important to 

note that this model is often used to address difficult social topics that could lead to emotional and other 

“damage” and that, to avoid it, it is best to have a good plan and a suitable team who will cover all the 

necessary roles for a successful drama-action model implementation. If the facilitator does not need to 

conduct a research, they can simply scale “down” their programme and start at research – education - 

activism - art & culture. If they do not aim to educate the participants, they can scale it down further to   

research – education - activism - art & culture and create a theatre play to address a socially awkward or 

stigmatizing subject. The choice is yours. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
8 For more information about the Stanford Prison Experiment, visit https://www.prisonexp.org/.  

https://www.prisonexp.org/
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GETTING YOU STARTED: FEW EXAMPLES OF EXERCISES 
 

The main purpose of this e-Manual is to popularise the use of educational theatre (and any kind of 

performative arts) in working with people with disability. What better way to do it than in practice – by 

presenting some concrete examples that the reader can simply repeat (or adapt), and use in their own 

educational work? So, in this section, we will present few of those exercises, just to get you started. 

Remember, drama-action model is simply a framework, or a reference. It can be filled with any kind of 

activity the reader finds useful in achieving their educational goals. So, feel free to use drama-action model 

and fill it with your own educational activities and exercises. 
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EXERCISE 1: SEPARATION STAGE 
 

During the separation stage, it is best to use relaxation or intense physical exercise. The goal is to create 

a sense of a symbolical theatre, a place different from everyday life, in which participants can explore 

without the usual limitations, exchange roles, and interact with each other.  

To achieve this symbolical “separation”, facilitators can use meditation techniques, breathing techniques 

and any other exercise facilitator knows and feels comfortable with. Basically, this is a form of “initiation” 

and facilitators can ask the participants to form their “planet”, their “tribe” or some other body that they 

will connect with the values of freedom of roles, critical thinking, and intense interaction. 

Equally important, during the “separation” stage, participants should be invited to develop new group 

affiliations and bonds. They should “separate” as much as possible from the everyday life and their roles 

and become members of this new group – group of participants and explorers. To achieve this, various 

group cohesion exercises can be practiced, or various icebreakers and energizers. There are great many 

resources and different exercises that can be used, but our experience shows that those developed by 

drama practitioner Augusto Boal achieves the best results. Augusto Boal’s famous book “Games for Actors 

and Non-Actors” offers abundance of exercises (and variations of his exercises that can be further 

developed by others) and can be found online9.  

One of Boal’s exercises that was used at this workshop was “Colombian Hypnosis”. As described by Boal, 

one variation of this exercise: 

One actor holds her hand palm forward, fingers upright, anything between 

20 and 40 centimetres away from the face of another, who is then as if 

hypnotised and must keep his face constantly the same distance from the 

hand of the hypnotiser, hairline level with her fingertips, chin more or less 

level with the base of her palm. The hypnotiser starts a series of movements 

with her hand, up and down, right and left, backwards and forwards, her 

hand vertical in relation to the ground, then horizontal, then diagonal, etc. – 

the partner must contort his body in every way possible to maintain the same 

distance between face and hand, so that face and hand remain parallel. If 

necessary, the hypnotic hand can be swapped; for instance, to force the 

hypnotised to go between the legs of the hypnotiser. The hand must never 

do movements too rapid to be followed, nor must it ever come to a complete 

halt. The hypnotiser must force her partner into all sorts of ridiculous, 

grotesque, uncomfortable positions. Her partner will thus put in motion a 

series of muscle structures which are never, or only rarely, activated. He will 

use certain ‘forgotten’ muscles in his body. After a few minutes, the two 

actors change, the follower and the leader. After some more time, both can 

extend a hypnotising right hand, becoming leaders and followers at one and 

the same time (Boal, 2005). 

 
9 Augusto Boal’s book “Games for Actors and Non-Actors” is published here: https://www.deepfun.com/wp-content/uploads/2010/06/Games-
for-actors-and-non-actors...Augusto-Boal.pdf 

https://www.deepfun.com/wp-content/uploads/2010/06/Games-for-actors-and-non-actors...Augusto-Boal.pdf
https://www.deepfun.com/wp-content/uploads/2010/06/Games-for-actors-and-non-actors...Augusto-Boal.pdf
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EXERCISE 2: LIMINOID (EXPLORATION) STAGE 
 

While all stages of drama-action model are important, we could say that this stage is crucial. It is in this 

liminoid stage that the most of the exploration of the given subject happens. So, while participants were 

exploring their new “world” or “tribe” they created in the first stage (and interaction among them), 

participants are now invited to explore the subject of the research. This stage should be very open, 

focused on participants and inviting for them and their creation (as they are the ones who are supposed 

to develop their end performance).  

Since liminoid stage is very “open” and “free”, participants might (as is expected) get lost in different 

games and exercises. In this part of the model, participants will explore different roles (positive, neutral, 

negative roles connected with a subject) and the actions that embody those roles. Of course, there are 

various paths that a facilitator can take to achieve this goal of exploring different roles, but we suggest 

adding elements of participatory action research into the mix.  

Namely, participatory action research consists of steps (often differently described in literature): 

reflecting, planning their action, implementing (or acting), and observing. In the case of this workshop, 

this means that the participants were invited first to reflect and define the negative actions that embody 

the discrimination of people with disability (especially at the labour market, but also in the general 

society). By doing so, they define different non-verbal and verbal elements that define that negative role 

and its actions.  Then they are invited to define and plan the positive action, one that destigmatizes people 

with disability and shows their abilities, or negates the prejudices of the negative role and its negative 

actions. Once they reach a plan (it can be developed by individuals or one or more groups), they have to 

act (implement) those actions. Basically, to try them out and see how they “fit” the positive narrative that 

participants want to achieve and show in their performance at the end of the workshop. How does this 

action affect the negative action? Does it move the situation into negative, neutral or positive position? 

Is this something that we want to show to the audience? – are some of the questions participants could 

be asked by the facilitator. By doing this they are actually observing their actions and assessing them 

compared to the broader context of discrimination of people with disability at the labour market. By 

following these steps, participants can still be playful and “free” in exploring, but still keeping their focus 

on the goal – performance that will show the negative and the positive actions to the audience. 
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EXERCISE 3: REINCORPORATION STAGE 
 

Finally, participants get to exit the realm of the symbolic theatre and return to their everyday lives. But to 

ensure they are enriched by the experiences and exchanges they had during the drama-action workshop, 

facilitators should start an open debate. This time should be used to address the general context, plan the 

next steps, and see that all participants (or the majority of them) is happy with the process and the 

elements that are chosen for the final performance.  

In this part they can also “sit back” and observe their future performance as an audience member and, 

for example, discuss the lighting or sound (will we use music?), their choreography, dress, colours, 

anything they feel they want to include in the final performance to make it a piece that they will be proud 

of (regardless of its “artistic” value – their message should be at the core of the performance). Of course, 

experienced participants and/or facilitators (especially if there is someone who is a theatre director, 

dancer or artists) can contribute with their knowledge (and should be welcome to by the facilitators). 

It is here that they think of their process and their performative elements with rationale, and from a 

“distance” – in order to find their mutual ground (which can be especially challenging when working with 

an international group) and send the exact message they want to send – message of social inclusion and 

taking positive actions that will help us overcome discrimination of people with disability at the labour 

market (or any other divisive topic that workshops by other facilitators might focus on). 
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EVALUATION AND FEEDBACK 
 

After each international activity of the project, regardless if it is educational or management, partners 

agreed to evaluation and feedback sessions. This helps not only the participating organisations to improve 

their future activities, but also shares a participants’ perspective with the reader, and ensures participants 

experience is put into the centre of partnership’s interest. Learning from all perspectives, all angles, is 

crucial and can prove to be helpful to a variety of readers, professionals and amateurs from various fields 

of work.  

This first eManual covers the responses we collected after the first Transnational Project Meeting (TPM), 

held in Zagreb, and LTT C1 “Invisible Ability” workshop, the first workshop of the partnership, held in 

Zagreb as well.  

Evaluation is conducted online (online questionnaire) in order to give participants’ the opportunity to 

share their experiences without conforming to the group mentality or peer pressure. They are asked a 

few close-ended questions about their experiences and then they are given an opportunity to go more in-

depth and provide qualitative insight into their experience, in their own words – by putting experiences 

and elements of the workshop into “Backpack” (anything they feel they want to bring back home with 

them, which was useful), “Washing Machine” (anything that might be useful, but still needs 

rinsing/cleaning), and “Waste bin” (anything that was not good and should be abandoned in the future 

workshops). 

 

ACTIVITY 
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HOSPITALITY 
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WORKSHOP 

 

 

FACILITATOR 
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OBJECTIVES 
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IN-DEPTH EVALUATION 

 

• (BACKPACK) If anything, what was great at this workshop/meeting? 

 

o Great group of project managers 

o To get to know each other, sharing experiences, ideas, suggestions that may be an 

improvement to this common project. I got the sense of professionalism and potential of 

this project and that is everything very well conducted. It's all inspiring to be part of a 

shared whole with common purposes and feel empowerment by the different inputs, 

acquiring new working and reflection tools to apply in the future. 

o Workshops were conducted on stage. I liked the Slovenian group. They were inspiring. 

o New exercises (theatre exercises, ice-breakers, warmups ...), new people, strong learning 

experience. 

o Remember how to manage from inside and understand different personal goals 

o New acquaintances, self-checking, creativity 

o Sharing our stories and experiences with other participants. 

o I like the main message of workshop and of performance ( how it grows from black to 

light) like sometimes in our lives, we have to be strong, and brave and continue. Because 

of it gave me strength and more faith in myself, I feel more self-confidence, more valued.. 

also I improved my theatrical skills and I was dancing in wheelchair with professional 

dancer which gave me proof that I’m good dancer despite of wheelchair. Also it was 

beautiful and powerful, and I am so happy about it, that Nelson had opportunity to 

participate, it gave him freedom and happiness, and brought smile on my face, looking 

him.. It is great that this project gave him this opportunity. :) 

o Sharing and exchanging work experiences with other participants 

o To learn new exercises, the relationship with Bruno and travelling by plane. 

o The exercises that we played. 

 

• (WASHING MACHINE) If anything, what should have been done better at this 

workshop/meeting? 

 

o Venue should be more clean, toilets were a mess. 

o Run the workshops more vigorously. Not enough positive energy. 

o I think we all expected a new method of working with diverse groups and that is why this 

workshop didn't meet my expectations. I find drama-action model as a tool/frame to 

understand the process of subversive influence of educational theatre. All good, but there 

was no new method, just different theatre exercises shared. 

o When people do not know each other and come from very different backgrounds and 

experiences it is very important to have a reference person who guides. Total freedom 

takes time to be able to organize into a broadly diverse group. 

o Structured program, other activities (to better get to know local area) 
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o There could be more trainers involved in a program or a bigger organizational and 

executing team on the side of the hosting organization. The program could be more 

structured and moderated better. It would be nice to get a greater insight in the Drama 

Action Model. 

o Facilitator should has been told more about method we were studying. Also we hadn’t 

got time to discuss our daily work, feelings,  thoughts. 

o More and better leadership in the workshop. 

o Maybe the performance 

 

• (WASTE BIN) If anything, what should not had happen at this workshop? 

 

o I didn't like the snacks. 

o I didn't like the fact that some of the participants dominated the other participants and 

as a result it was as if the whole performance was done for one particular person. 

o Moderating this kind of workshop is definitely too much for one person. At least one more 

person, trainer on inclusion theater, would be needed. The group process of building the 

performance was many times at risk, stressful for the participants and moderator, and 

saved by experienced trainers/performers from the group.  

o When people do not know each other and come from very different backgrounds and 

experiences it is very important to have a reference person who guides. Total freedom 

takes time to be able to organize into a broadly diverse group. So the equal participative 

process takes time and also that all the participants agree honestly that it's ok for them 

to have the same roll that the others. 

o Too much psychological pressure, too much cameras all the time 

o I sensed some discriminatory practices which were not properly or not at all addressed 

by the host. There was a lack of daily reflections and evaluations of the activities and our 

well-being (doing them). We were not given space to discuss our thoughts, questions and 

emotions as a part of a structure of the activities. 

o Facilitator sometimes was behaving in a strange way - didn’t want to cooperate, during 

preparations was doing something else from his work, answered in a unpleasant way for 

my questions. 

o Everyone speak, for lack of leadership. 

o Everything was okay 
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